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SACHAL
VASANDANI

“Every now and again
you hear a special voice

that makes you sit up
and take notice ...

Sachal Vasandani has
that voice.”

National Public Radio (NPR)

Sachal Vasandani is recognized for his singular voice, with a tone and unique phrasing that mark him as one of the most
compelling voices on the scene today. He has released four records as a leader,EyesWideOpen (2007),WeMove (2009),
Hi-Fi (2011), and Slow Motion Miracles (2015).

Sachal has been touring clubs (BlueNote, Ronnie Scott's), theaters (Lincoln Center, Carnegie Hall) and festivals (North
Sea,NiceJazz) consistently since 2007.Whennot leading his owngroups, he hasperformedalongsidegreats likeWynton
Marsalis, Bobby McFerrin,Milton Nascimento,Michael Feinstein, and many more. His original writing and singing on
Gerald Clayton’s Life Forum was nominated for a Grammy in 2013.

This year, Sachal has been performing rich and fresh arrangements of the Nat King
Cole Songbookwith an impressive, smaller ensemble. The group had two nights of
sold-out shows atDizzy’s Club Coca-Cola this summer, and the performance was
aired live byWBGO radio and via live-stream by Jazz at Lincoln Center. The band,
which includes some themost dynamic players in jazz today, will be in the studio this
September to document their fresh approach to this repertoire; they will be touring
throughout Spring & Summer 2018.
In a large group format, Sachalwill performwith orchestras andbig bandsworldwide
to celebrate Nat King Cole’s expansive repertoire and the legendary artist’s one-
hundred-year anniversary. This project will showcase iconic arrangements (Billy
May, Nelson Riddle) alongside new commissions by celebrated arrangers (John
Clayton, Taylor Eigsti). NewYork’s Jazz at Lincoln Center is a collaborating partner
of this project and will present Sachal with a large ensemble at JALC's Appel Room
in March 2019.

Nat King Cole’s songs, interpretation and small group
performances influenced generations of musicians and
singers. Celebrating the 100th birthday of the legendary
entertainer, Vasandani’s rich voice brings the classics
“Unforgettable”, “Mona Lisa” and “Straighten up and Fly
Right” to life with his touring band of the next generation
of jazz leaders.


